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WHO WE ARE 

 
 
Our Vision Statement  
The Northern Shuswap Tribal Council a Northern Secwēpemc te Qelmūcw organization 
in unity and collaboration with the member communities will build capacity and equity 
by providing education, training, cultural, political and economic opportunities while 
respecting and preserving the cultural and environmental values of the communities. 
 
Our Mission Statement 
Northern Shuswap Tribal Council is a community based organization that provides 
advisory and support services to its four communities to preserve and promote 
Secwepemc culture and history and to assist the communities to achieve their vision for 
self determination. 
 
Our Guiding Principles 
1. Respectful in our internal/external dealings  
2. Provide quality service to our member Bands  
3. Accountable to member communities, and funding sources  
4. Cultural incorporation in daily practice  
5. Open communications – transparency  
6. Work cooperatively with other First Nations, Federal and Provincial governments  
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR, Donna Dixon  
 

The theme from this year seems to be, “We continue.” 

The past year has thrown a lot at us as an Organization, a 
Collective, 4 Nations and as Individuals. We continue to adapt 
and grow, regroup, gather together as a People. 

During the months of February and April our Bands held a 
Referendum Vote to determine whether or not we should move into Stage 5 of the 
Treaty Negotiations. Soda Creek, Canim Lake, Stswēceḿc/Xgāt’tem voted in favour of 
entering Stage 5, while Williams Lake Band unfortunately felt the brunt of a protest 
group’s actions that resulted in the closing of the Polling Station in Sugar Cane.  

Williams Lake Band held a second Referendum in April and the vote results were in 
favour of entering Stage 5 as well.  

Earlier this year we prepared to say good-bye to Marg Casey as she was retiring after 
being with us here at the Northern Shuswap Tribal Council (NSTC) for 25 years. She 
was replaced by Marion Chelsea as Community Services Coordinator, and we look 
forward to working with her as we move forward with our initiatives. 

The Tribal Council continues to coordinate mediation between the Northern Secwēpemc 
te Qelmūcw (NStQ) and Tsilhqot’in National Government on the impacts of their 
Charleyboy Writ and our Traditional Lands.  

Aboriginal Day Celebrations were the best attended yet. New to the Celebrations were 
the Summer Solstice Ceremony and Bannock Belly Competitions. The Summer Solstice 
Ceremony was powerful and moving, welcoming the sun and water coming together to 
create a growing time for all living things. The Bannock Belly Competition was a cook-
off between pre-selected participants; it was a delight to watch.  

The Committees of NSTC and NStQ continue to serve as functional parts of the 
cumulative works of our 4 Nations. Our Departments and Staff work diligently to fulfill 
the responsibilities of an operational Tribal Council.  

Simply, We Continue.  
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 NORTHERN SHUSWAP TRIBAL DIRECTORS AND STAFF 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

        
Board Chair Donna Dixon     Vice Chair Mike Archie        Treasurer Ann Louie        Secretary Patrick Harry 
 Xatśūll   Tsq’ēsceń           T’ēxelc  Stswēceḿc/Xgāt’tem 
 

STAFF 

Executive Director      Yvonne Smith 
Financial Manager      Cathy Verhaeghe 
Operations Coordinator     Bonnie Slack 
Skills Development Coordinator                                Diane Janzen, Contractor 
Aboriginal Victim Services Coordinator   Sarah Hood 
Community Services Coordinator    Marg Casey 
Fisheries Resource Manager             Andrew Meshue 
Fisheries Coordinator     Dave Feil 
Treaty Team Coordinator     Beth Bedard 
Treaty Executive Assistant                                        Loretta Weingart 
Communications Coordinator  Brad McGuire 
Technology Training Coordinator    Dave Feil 
Treaty Negotiator      Rosanne Kyle, Contractor 
                 
 
The Northern Shuswap Tribal Council offices are located at 17 S.1st Avenue in Williams 
Lake.  Our phone number is 250-392-7361; fax 250-392-6158.  Our regular office hours 
are Monday to Friday from 8:30 am to 4:30 pm.  We close for lunch from 12 noon to 1 
PM. 

Our website is www.northernshuswaptribalcouncil.com 
Our Facebook site is   

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Northern-Shuswap-Tribal-Council/293408230785226  

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Northern-Shuswap-Tribal-Council/293408230785226
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT 

By Yvonne Smith, Executive Director 

The Northern Shuswap Tribal Council has continued to build relationships and work with 
our member communities through our Senior Administrators Network, the Northern 
Secwēpemce te Qelmūcw Housing Alliance and Skills Development Committee, as well 
as begun work on forming a Financial Committee.  

This Fiscal Year was kicked off with the Citizens’ Assembly in April 2015. From here it 
was made clear that engagement was going to continue at a heightened level to make 
available all the information on the Treaty Process to all Community Members.  

Given the positive results of the Referendum Vote in February and April of 2016, on 
whether or not to move ahead with Stage 5 of the Treaty process, the Labour Market 
and Skills Development Strategy has been geared towards current and regional labour 
market demands as well as the needs of the 4 Communities in a Post-Treaty 
Environment. This was presented in April of 2016.  

The Treaty Unit did a phenomenal amount of work engaging with community members 
in these last several years leading up to the Referendum Vote on whether or not to 
move to Stage 5. The message is getting more widespread that our Treaty Units have 
an enormous amount of information on all the work that has been done so far and what 
we can expect in the coming years, and that Community Members need to engage 
themselves and be open to the information that our Treaty Unit has. There will likely 
always be an amount of misunderstanding or misuse of information, but our Team has 
stood together admirably, giving their work much dignity and integrity.  

Our Formal Partnership with Thompson Rivers University has yielded potential Programs 
including: 

• Developmental Term Standards Certificate 

• Early Childhood Education Diploma 

• Administrative Assistant Certificate 

• Financial Administration Program 

o Focusing on Post-Treaty Financial Management 

o This would be the first Program of its kind 
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Our Website and Facebook Page have been very active this year. We have achieved our 
goal of reaching out in an effective manner through online interaction. We will now be 
striving towards new goals of improving on our effectiveness of social media and online 
engagement.  

This past year saw a number of Administrative changes. We welcomed Director Donna 
Dixon as Chair for the Board of Directors; previously Director Ann Louie. We welcomed 
Andrew Meshue as Fisheries Manager; previously fulfilled by Ernest Kroeker.  

Cindy Charleyboy left us last spring to pursue an opportunity with the Schizophrenia 
Society. Diane Janzen from Janzen & Associates was contracted as Skills Development 
Coordinator in Cindy’s place. As contracts are finite in nature, it was planned from the 
start that Diane would ideally train a Community Member as her replacement should a 
suitable candidate arise in time. This was still the plan at the end of the Fiscal Year.  

Agness Jack stepped down as Communications Coordinator as she was going into 
retirement. We welcomed Brad McGuire in her place. He has been doing an upstanding 
job in coordinating the Lexey’em Newsletter, producing Press Releases and any number 
of Communications related responsibilities.  

The review of all Job Descriptions within NStQ was completed. The Personnel Policy 
was reviewed and updated accordingly.  

Thank you to all Board and Staff Members for their continued dedication and hard work.  
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OPERATIONS 

By Bonnie Slack, Operations Coordinator 
A number of changes and improvements as well as some setbacks have occurred 
throughout the year on the Operational side of the Tribal Council. The Operations 
Department contains the: Policies and Procedures for the Advisory Services provided by 
the Tribal Council; Central Filing; and Administrative Responsibilities.  

I am pleased to report that the Boardrooms are being utilized more by the 
Communities.  

The ELER has been completed for the upcoming Fiscal Year of 2016-2017 for Finance; 
Finance will need to update information where it is required. The filing labels have been 
updated and printed for Finance as well.  

Staff members were sent a memo that the upcoming fiscal year Annual Leave Requests 
are due and were to be submitted to the Operations Coordinator. These were added to 
the new schedule for the Executive Director to review and approve.  

The rental agreement form for the upstairs Leadership Council Chamber has been 
completed. It is now ready to be rented to the public.  

 

Earlier this year we had posted 2 Anticipatory job postings: Community Services 
Coordinator and Treaty Executive Assistant. I assisted with the job posting for the Band 
Administrator at Soda Creek Band.  
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SKILLS DEVELOPMENT 

By Diane Janzen, Skills Development Coordinator 
The Skills Development Unit of the Northern Shuswap Tribal Council has undertaken a 
number of key activities in the 2015/2016 fiscal year with a focus on growing the 
capacity of the organization and the four Bands: Tsq’ēsceń (Canim Lake); 
Stswēceḿc/Xgāťtem (Canoe/Dog Creek); Xatśūll/Cmetēḿ (Soda/Deep Creek) and 
T’ēxelc (Williams Lake aka Sugar Cane). The focus is on organizing training and 
preparing Band Members for work in their home communities, in the regional economy 
and for a Post-Treaty environment. 

The NSTC Labour Mark and Skills Development Strategy 

The NSTC is committed to growing the capacity of all Bands and its Members. In 
support of this the NSTC has developed a comprehensive labour market and skills 
development strategy. From September 2015 to March 2016, a detailed program of 
consultation, research and strategy development occurred looking at the labour market 
needs of the Bands, the regional labour market demand and the needs of all 4 
communities in a Post-Treaty environment. In addition, partnership has factored 
significantly looking at how the NSTC and its Bands can collaborate with partners 
ranging from Industry, to Thompson Rivers University (TRU), the School District and 
Aboriginal Employment Services providers.  

The draft strategy has been presented to all Chiefs and Councils and the NSTC Board of 
Directors for review and approval; it will be presented as part of next year’s Citizens’ 
Assembly. The mandate of the NSTC Labour Market and Skills Development Strategy is 
“to prepare our people for the world of work in our communities, Band Offices and 
operations in the broader regional economy.” There are 10 strategic directions and 161 
actions within these strategic directions as follows: 

1. Governance and Leadership 
2. Early Learning 
3. Kindergarten to Grade 12 
4. Post-Secondary Education 
5. NSTC – TRU Partnership 
6. Recruitment, Training and Capacity Development for First Nations Operations 
7. Training, Skills Development and Capacity Building for the Post-Treaty 

Environment 
8. Training, Skills Development and Capacity Building for the Regional Labour 

Market 
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9. Retirement and Succession Planning 
10. Funding and Partnership Development  

 
In supporting the growth and development of members, communities and employees 
there will be a focus on the following 6 Key Competencies: 

1. Secwēpemc Cultural  
2. Formal Education and Training 
3. 9 Essential Competencies for the Workplace 
4. Successful Transition to Work 
5. Continuous Learning and Employee Growth 
6. Retirement and Mentoring 

 
The Thompson Rivers University Partnership 

The NSTC has a formal partnership agreement with TRU to provide training to the NSTC 
and its 4 Bands. In 2015/2016, the NSTC and TRU worked collaboratively to develop, 
secure funding and deliver the Developmental Term Standards Certificate Program 
which is a certified language teacher education program. Twelve Secwēpemc students 
are completing the course which will run until December 2016, and which will enable 
these individuals to be Language Teachers in public and band schools. Strategy 5 of the 
NSTC Labour Market and Skills Development is dedicated to advancing this partnership 
and significantly enhanced training and education targeted to the labour market needs 
of the Bands.  

Within the scope of the partnership and as a key element of the labour market and 
skills development strategy, 3 programs are being planned for the 2016/2017 year 
including: Early Childhood Education Diploma; Administrative Assistant Certificate; and 
planning for a Financial Administration Program with focus on Post-Treaty Financial 
Management.  

The Skills Development Committee 

The NSTC works collaboratively with the 4 Bands and their Education 
Managers/Coordinators. Together the group meets monthly to plan and implement 
education and training initiatives. This has included: working together on the NSTC 
Labour Market and Skills Development Strategy; supporting the DSTC Program with 
TRU; collaborating on a language conference; collaborating on applications for the Early 
Childhood, Administrative Assistant and Financial Administration Programs proposed for 
the fall with TRU; and providing information to Bands on funding and program 
opportunities to advance training, education and capacity building.  
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Strategic Planning 

The Skills Development Unit and Contract Coordinator lead a Strategic Planning Session 
for the NSTC which identifies goals, objectives and activities for each unit/department 
for the 2016/2017 year.  

Human Resources: 

The Capacity Development Contractor and the Skills Development Unit has supported 
the NSTC and Bands in a number of hirings with functions such as support for short-
listing, interviews, reference checks and written assessments according the NSTC’s 
policies. 
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COMMUNITY SERVICES  

For Marg Casey By Marion Chelsea, Community Services Coordinator 
Indian Registry Events Reporting for April 1, 2015 to March 31, 2016 for Soda Creek, 
Williams Lake and Stswecem’c Xgat’tem 

Event Band Number 

Births – Current Year Williams Lake 1 

 Stswēceḿc/Xgāťtem 4 

Births – Registered from 
Previous Years 

Soda Creek 3 

 Williams Lake 8 

 Stswēceḿc/Xgāťtem 6 

Deaths Soda Creek 1 

 Williams Lake 2 

 Stswēceḿc/Xgāťtem 3 

Transfers In Williams Lake 3 

Status Cards Issued Total 351 

 Williams Lake 91 

 Stswēceḿc/Xgāťtem 70 

 Soda Creek 38 

 Canim Lake 33 

 Other BC Bands 104 

 Other Bands in Canada 15 

 

The Indian Registry Office at NSTC continues to provide Registry Services, if not always 
capable of processing the laminate style Status Cards due to shortages. Registry 
Services include: registration of a new Status Individual, either by birth or first 
registration; transfers of Status Individuals in and out of a Band; notification of a 
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Death; Life Events such as marriage or name change; and assistance with completing 
applications for a Secure Status Card.  

Secure Status Cards are available by applying through the mail. Applications can also be 
downloaded at: 

http://www.aadnc-
aandc.gc.ca/eng/1100100032776/1100100032782?utm_source=forms&utm_medium=u
rl  

The Tribal Council also offers the services of a Commissioner for Taking Affidavits at no 
cost to anyone needing a legal witness for documents to be signed.  

This past year saw the Council Election in Canim Lake as well as 2 Referendums.  

NSTC continues to host the Aboriginal Day Celebrations in Williams Lake. Aboriginal Day 
2015 was a great success.  Our parade was well attended with floats, community 
buses, horse/riders, specialty vehicles and groups walking the parade route. 

The weather was perfect and park activities were very well attended.   There were at 
least 5 bannock booths, lots of crafts for children, the Spi7ūy Squqlūts Language 
Society had Shuswap crafts and foods, there was a traditional Lehal tournament, the 
School District 27 First Nation Role Models were on hand to read poetry from the 
Aboriginal Day Poetry contest and meet local youth, and plenty of promotional materials 
from Celebrate Canada.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Aboriginal Day 2015 
Constables Kevin Neufeld and Colby Hendrickson open up the Parade 

http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1100100032776/1100100032782?utm_source=forms&utm_medium=url
http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1100100032776/1100100032782?utm_source=forms&utm_medium=url
http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1100100032776/1100100032782?utm_source=forms&utm_medium=url
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ABORIGINAL VICTIM SERVICES 

By Sarah Hood, Aboriginal Victim Services Worker 
During the 2015- 2016 year AVS had assisted 27 new clients averaging 78 ongoing 
clients.  All clients were adult victims predominately female, witnesses of Assault, 
Domestic Abuse and Murder/Manslaughter/attempted Murder. AVS provided emotional 
and practical support from the time of incident or referral to the time of trial if 
applicable.  AVS accompanied and supported 20 individuals to court for the 2015-2016 
year.  

There was an increase in interest for safety planning with not only victims of crime but 
community members who were concerned for their safety in their communities as well 
as in their homes.  There was also an increase in Crime Victim Assistance Applications 
for Silent Alarms to be put in place for Victims to be safe from High Risk Offenders. 

Due to the re-staffing in many departments related to the justice system both Williams 
Lake Courts and Williams Lake RCMP Victim Services there was a loss of referral 
services for Community Based Victim Services for the late winter and spring of 2016.  
Most referrals received came from either other clients or sister agencies working in the 
Aboriginal communities such as Three Corners Health Society Knucwentwécw and 
support workers of the NSTQ.   

    

   Anti-Bullying Pink Shirt Day 
   From left to right: Andrew Meshue; Sarah Hood; Frieda Belleau; Cathy Verhaeghe;  
   Bonnie Slack; Yvonne Smith; Beth Bedard; Marg Casey; Brad McGuire 
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FISHERIES  

By Andrew Meshue, Fisheries Manager 
A fiscal budget was prepared for 
2015-2016 which is the 3rd year of 
a 4 year agreement. This budget 
and multi-year agreement was 
approved by the Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) and 
the NSTC Board of Directors. This 
has been provided to DFO.  

The NSTC Fisheries Program is 
both stable and cost effective as 
indicated by the financial report. 
The negotiated budgets continue to 

be managed within allocated amounts. A communications plan is under development. A 
contract for additional catch monitoring was completed in September 2015.  

NSTC Fisheries employees received training in order to work effectively and safely on 
fisheries activities. The Department continued to employ a Catch Monitoring Coordinator 
as well as utilize the NSTC Fisheries technicians to ensure the collection of data was 
accomplished each week from July to September. Data was collected and delivered to 
DFO each week. Fisheries personnel also maintained the data and database.  

Financial records are being maintained and provided to DFO as per agreement. 
Fisheries projects included in the agreement have been carried out with a high standard 
of technical expertise by NSTC Technicians.  

Two NSTC fisheries technicians as well as several community volunteers were involved 
with the invasive species smallmouth bass assessment project for 2 weeks during the 
month of April 2015. Sampling revealed that this population is thriving in Beaver Lake 
and has definitely moved both up and downstream in the system.  

Employees engaged in catch monitoring work received training related to this position. 
8 regular and 2 stand-in individuals participated. This training is done in collaboration 
with DFO resource management personnel for fish identification, procedures for 
sampling and basic safety. Ideally we would like to include swift water rescue training 
for all employees working as Catch Monitors; however, we were not able to accomplish 

Georgia Bock and AJ Sellars dipnetting 
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this in the last year. Orientation for Catch Monitors was provided which included other 
basic job-related skills. Fisheries 
Manager, Coordinator and 2 
Technicians took Swift Water 
Training.  

Extra catch monitoring was required 
in September 2015. Catch 
information was provided to DFO.  

Employed were the Manager, 
Coordinator and 4 Technicians to 
support all activities in stock 
assessments. All required fish 
numbers, physiological information 
and bio-sampling was collected and 
reported to DFO staff in a timely 
manner by NSTC Technicians.  

NSTC and DFO staff communicated 
on a weekly basis regarding stock 
assessment; more typically 
communications occurred several 
times a week.  

All employed Fisheries staff worked to install and operate the McKinley Creek Fence. 
Crews maintained daily records of escapement data as well as temperature and 
condition. Enumeration and biological data were collected on each fish. All employees 
also participated in field assessments.  

Fraser River Salmon Catch Summary: 

 Kept Released CPUE 
Sockeye 770 269 17.41 
Chinook 21 0 0.43 
Coho 0 0 0.00 
Pink 24 192 12.67 
Chum 0 0 0.00 
 

AJ Sellars showing the size of a Sturgeon 
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TECHNOLOGY TRAINING 2015 YEAR-END REPORT 

By Dave Feil, Technology Training Coordinator 
This past year has been very busy, with various projects on the go. Some of the major 
accomplishments this past year have been: creating the Video Production Training 
Program; the production of professional videos; and taking training in Electoral Officer 
and Indian Registry & Band Lists (IRBL), details as stated below.  

Personal Training 

This year I was provided with the opportunity to learn some new skills which included 
Electoral Officer Training and Indian Registry & Band List Training. The Electoral Officer 
training was in Vancouver and consisted of Indian Act Elections, Custom Elections and 
the new First Nations Elections Act; which I will be conducting for the upcoming 
election for SXFN. The networking on these courses was great; I met a lot of new 
friends.  

Websites 

Both the NSTC and NStQ Treaty Websites and Facebook pages have been very active in 
the past year with the statistics continuing to climb. With the addition of our new 
Communications Coordinator, Facebook comments and questions are now being 
answered in a timely and professional fashion. Brad McGuire, Communications 
Coordinator, has been a great addition to the team. Community websites are still active. 
WLIB and SXFN websites are all up to date and being maintained by their Staff. Support 
requests from the communities has been minimal for the websites.  

Staff Training 

Throughout the past year this has been a busy and fun endeavour. I trained one NSTC 
staff member on Video Production. This was a very intense course over three days that 
covered theory on the pre-production, production and post-production of videos, as well 
as learning five different software programs to achieve the desired results. I also 
trained: two staff members on the NStQ Communication Tools; one SCIB staff member 
on the use of the Citizens’ Database; five SCIB Health staff members in Excel; six SXFN 
Health staff members in Outlook; and 10 SXFN staff members in Outlook. This 
upcoming year looks very promising for conducting training with some opportunities 
coming up for SCIB and SXFN. One WLIB staff member will be trained on maintaining 
their WordPress website.  
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Tribal Council continues to host the Citizens’ Database. However, it is not being used to 
its full potential by the Membership.  

NStQ Treaty Communication Tools 

This past year we implemented a new tool called ReadyTalk. Due to our low bandwidth 
for internet in the office, the tool has not been successful as it requires a lot of 
bandwidth for the video portion. The tool has only been used a few times throughout 
the entire year. Phonevite is starting to be used more by two of the Communities: 
Williams Lake and Soda Creek Band. MailChimp was used a couple of times last year by 
Williams Lake Band, and the Highrise database has not been updated since October of 
2015. 

Board of Directors Meetings 

At the beginning of 2016 we began having regular INDC Board of Directors Meetings. I 
have been the Minute Taker for the meetings. This is a new process for me, but I am 
learning it quickly and enjoying it.  

INDC Meeting Room 

At the beginning of the year we were granted approval to create a Meeting Room for 
the Leadership Council on the second floor of the NSTC office building. We cleared out 
the offices, relocated a couple of guest office space users and hired a Contractor to 
begin the work. The job took a little over four weeks to complete. After the construction 
was complete I ordered the furniture and equipment. The Meeting Room is now in use; 
after a few modifications to the layout, users are happy with the setup.  

The upcoming year is going to be busy, yet exciting.  
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TREATY DEPARTMENT 2015-2016 ANNUAL REPORT 

By Beth Bedard, Treaty Team Coordinator 
The Treaty Department at the Northern Shuswap Tribal Council has been able to assist 
the NStQ communities in a very productive year. In February and April of 2016 the Vote 
to move into Stage 5: Negotiating a Treaty was passed by all four Northern Secwēpemc 
te Qelmūcw Communities. This is a milestone that has been reached by only 13 other 
First Nations in BC.  

The community engagement process that led up to the vote had been building up for 
many years. The Treaty Managers and Teams from Soda Creek, Williams lake 
Stswēceḿc/Xgāťtem and Canim Lake travelled throughout the Province, meeting with 
and speaking to NStQ members and informing them about the upcoming vote. This 
office was able to assist the teams by arranging meetings and additional funding to 
facilitate the NStQ community engagement process. We were also able to assist with 
the preparation of some of the printed materials to be distributed to NStQ members and 
organizing meetings. The Community Treaty Teams did a phenomenal amount of work 
engaging with the community members.  

This last year also saw the completion of several research projects designed to support 
the NStQ Treaty Negotiations which were overseen by the Treaty Department. These 
consisted of Treaty Related Measures research funded by Canada that addressed 
Scoping Future Government needs in Child and Family Services, a Land and Resource 
Economic Review, and the development of a Community Engagement Plans as well as a 
program to familiarize youth and elders with the Incremental Treaty Lands.  

Another milestone was the agreement with BC and Canada to transfer lands to the 
NStQ before the completion of the Final Treaty Agreement. These incremental Treaty 
Lands were signed off in February 2016 and the first transfer of lands for each 
community should take place within the year.  

The work undertaken by the NSTC Treaty office and the 4 Community Treaty Teams 
has resulted in procedures that can be brought forward into the final stage of treaty 
negotiations. These processes include the bi-monthly Lexey’em Newsletter, enhanced 
communication techniques and processes, reporting processes, additional research 
activities as well as the organization of the Leadership Council meetings and Citizens’ 
Assembly. As part of the ongoing office procedures we organized several years of files, 
some going as far back as 1969, and placed them into proper storage.  
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The Treaty Department also assisted with organizing and holding monthly negotiation 
sessions between the NStQ, Federal and Provincial Governments throughout the 2015-
2016 year.  

We will continue to work on improving our services to the four NStQ Communities to 
enable them to achieve Self-Governance. The hardworking staff in the Treaty Office this 
past year includes: Brad McGuire, Communications Coordinator; Loretta Weingart, 
Executive Assistant; and Frieda Belleau, previously as Executive Assistant at the time of 
this report.  

 

 

Medicine and Talking Sticks in a Blessing Ceremony at the Williams Lake Longhouse 
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